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FANTASTIC
TRANSCRIPTION
Kate Atkinson
Paperback RRP $ 38.00
In 1940, eighteen-year old Juliet Armstrong is
reluctantly recruited into the world of espionage for an
obscure department of MI5. Transcription is a work
of rare depth and texture, a bravura modern novel of
extraordinary power, wit and empathy. It is a triumphant
work of fiction from one of Britain's best writers.

OUR
PICK

DARK SACRED
NIGHT

THE TURN OF
MIDNIGHT

Michael
Connelly
Paperback
RRP $ 29.99

Minette Walters
Paperback
RRP $ 36.99

LAPD Detective
Renee Ballard
teams up with
stalwart favourite
Harry Bosch in a new blockbuster
crime thriller from the #1 bestselling
author Michael Connelly.

With The Last
Hours, Minette
wrote an
extraordinary and
acclaimed historical novel set in 1348,
the year the Black Death came to
England. The Turn of Midnight brings
the story to a thrilling and unmissable
conclusion.

BONSAI:
BEST SMALL STORIES
FROM AOTEAROA
NEW ZEALAND

Liane Moriarty
Paperback
RRP $ 37.99

Michelle Elvy, Frankie
McMillan & James Norcliffe

Paperback
RRP $ 39.99
An exquisitely produced
collection of flash fiction, prose poetry and
haibun, offering 200 short stories from 165
writers, together with intriguing essays on this
increasingly popular genre. Composed with
precision in a form where every word counts,
these carefully chiselled works are provocative,
tender and endlessly surprising.

THE IMAGINARY
LIVES OF
JAMES PONEKE
Tina Makereti
Paperback
RRP $ 38.00
While exhibited
as a curiosity, a
Maori boy turns
his gaze on
Victorian London and so begins the
tale of James Poneke: orphaned son
of a chief; ardent student of English;
wide-eyed survivor. But anything can
happen to a young New Zealander on
the savage streets of Victorian London
especially when you’re a living exhibit.

Nine stressed city
dwellers, keen to drop
their literal and mental
baggage, check into the
boutique health-andwellness resort Tranquillum House. Watching
over them is the resort's director, a woman on
a mission to reinvigorate their tired bodies and
minds. These nine perfect strangers have no
idea what is about to hit them...
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The #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Small
Great Things returns
with a powerful and
provocative new novel
about ordinary lives that
intersect during a heart-stopping crisis.

UNSHELTERED

MELMOTH

A KEEPER

Barbara
Kingsolver
Paperback
RRP $ 36.99

Sarah Perry
Paperback
RRP $ 32.99

Graham Norton
Paperback
RRP $ 37.99

A chilling gothic
tale from the
author of the
bestselling Essex
Serpent. Everyone
that Melmoth seeks out must make a
choice: to live with what they've done,
or be led into the darkness.

From the
bestselling author
of Holding comes
another sweeping,
evocative tale
set on the coast of Ireland. This
compelling new novel confirms
Graham Norton's status as a fresh,
literary voice, bringing his clear-eyed
understanding of human nature and
its darkest flaws.

BRIDGE OF CLAY
Markus Zusak
Paperback RRP $ 37.99
The epic new novel from the award winning,
bestselling author of The Book Thief. Markus Zusak
makes his long-awaited return with a profoundly
heartfelt and inventive novel about a family afflicted
by tragedy, held together by stories, and a young life
caught in the current: a boy in search of greatness,
as a cure for a painful past.

OUR
PICK

FROM THE
ASHES

FIRE AND
BLOOD

TAKE NOTHING
WITH YOU

Ian Rankin
Paperback
RRP $ 37.99

Deborah
Challinor
Paperback
RRP $ 36.99

George R.R.
Martin
Hardback
RRP $ 49.99

Patrick Gale
Paperback
RRP $ 37.99

The iconic Ian
Rankin returns
with a new
Detective John
Rebus novel - this
year's essential must-read bestseller.
Everyone has something to hide,
everyone has secrets, and nobody
is innocent. None more so than
Detective John Rebus.

Four women.
Three families.
One decade of
incredible change. Told in Deborah
Challinor's trademark style, From
the Ashes is the first in a moving
trilogy following the fortunes of the
women of three families through the
rapidly changing social and cultural
landscape of the 1950s and 1960s.

Haruki Murakami
Hardback RRP $ 45.00
The much-anticipated new novel from the
internationally acclaimed, best-selling author of
1Q84 and Colorless Tsukuru Tazaki and His Years
of Pilgrimage. This is an epic tour de force of love
and loneliness, war and art - as well as a loving
homage to The Great Gatsby - and a stunning work
of imagination from one of our greatest writers.
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Jodi Picoult
Paperback
RRP $ 36.99

IN A HOUSE
OF LIES

KILLING COMMENDATORE

OUR
PICK

SPARK OF LIGHT

Sally Rooney
Paperback
RRP $ 32.99
An exquisite love story
about how a person can
change another person's
life - a simple yet profound
realisation that unfolds
beautifully over the course
of the novel. Longlisted
for the 2018 Man Booker Prize, the feverishly
anticipated second novel from the young author
of 2017's most acclaimed debut Conversations
with Friends.

The new novel
from literary
giant Kingsolver
is a testament
to the power
and goodness of the human spirit.
Unsheltered explores the foundations
we build, crossing time and place to
give us all a little more hope in those
around us, and a little more faith in
ourselves.

NINE PERFECT
STRANGERS

NORMAL PEOPLE

Set 300 years
before the events
in A Song of
Ice and Fire, Fire and Blood is the
definitive history of the Targaryens
in Westeros, and chronicles the
conquest that united the Seven
Kingdoms under Targaryen rule
through to the Targaryen civil war that
nearly ended their dynasty forever.

From the author
of A Place Called
Winter comes a
startling comingof-age novel of
boyhood and the collision between
desire and reality. Drawing in part on
his own boyhood, Patrick Gale's new
novel explores a collision between
childish hero worship and extremely
messy adult love lives.

THE WINTER SOLDIER

THE LOST MAN

Daniel Mason
Paperback
RRP $ 34.99

Jane Harper
Paperback
RRP $ 37.99

From the gilded ballrooms
of Imperial Vienna to
the frozen forests of
the Eastern Front; from
operating rooms to
battlefields thundering
with Cossack cavalry, The
Winter Soldier is the story of war and medicine,
of family, of finding love in the sweeping tides of
history, and, finally, of the mistakes we make,
and the precious opportunities to atone.

Two brothers meet at
the remote fence line
separating their cattle
ranches in the lonely
outback. The third brother
lies dead at their feet.
Dark, suspenseful, and deeply atmospheric,
The Lost Man is the highly anticipated novel
from the bestselling and award-winning Jane
Harper, author of The Dry and Force of Nature.

RRP’s are publishers’ recommended prices only. While stocks last.

NEW FICTION
PARIS ECHO

LOVE IS BLIND

Sebastian Faulks
Paperback
RRP $ 37.00

William Boyd
Paperback
RRP $ 37.00

Here is Paris as you have
never seen it before. In
this urgent and deeply
moving novel, Faulks deals
with questions of empire,
grievance and identity.
With great originality and a dark humour, Paris
Echo asks how much we really need to know if
we are to live a valuable life.

William Boyd's sweeping,
heart-stopping new novel
which follows the fortunes
of Brodie Moncur, a
young Scottish musician,
about to embark on the
story of his life. A tale of
dizzying passion and brutal revenge; of artistic
endeavour and the illusions it creates; of all the
possibilities that life can offer, and how cruelly
they can be snatched away.

THE YEAR OF THE FARMER

OUR
PICK

Rosalie Ham
Paperback RRP $ 37.99
A darkly satirical novel of a small country town
at war with the weather, land, authority, and
one another. From the bestselling author of
The Dressmaker.

THE ICE SHELF

PAST TENSE

HEROES

Anne Kennedy
Paperback
RRP $ 30.00

Lee Child
Paperback
RRP $ 38.00

Stephen Fry
Paperback
RRP $ 37.00

On the eve of flying to
Antarctica to take up an
arts fellowship, thirtysomething writer Janice,
recently separated,
has a long night of
remembrance, regret and
realisation. The Ice Shelf is an eco-comedy and
an electrifying allegory for the dangers of wasting
love and other non-renewable resources.

The EVENT publication of
the year, the most hotly
anticipated thriller of 2018,
follows our hero Jack
Reacher on a quest into his
father's past, and climaxes
in the most stomach-clenching, hair-raising, bloodcurdling, ticking-time-bomb of an adventure yet.
So begins another nailbiting, adrenaline-fuelled
adventure for Reacher. The present can be tense,
but the past can be worse. That's for damn sure.

THE SURVIVORS

SHELL

Kate Furnivall
Paperback
RRP $ 37.99

Kristina Olsson
Hardback
RRP $ 39.99

They have
endured the war
and now they
have to fight for
freedom. This
powerful thriller,
set in Germany just as the war has
ended, is a complex and emotional
story of a mother fighting to save her
child's life. From a bestselling author
this is historical storytelling at its best.

A big bold and
haunting novel set
amidst a time of
seismic change.
In 1965 as a
Danish architect's striking vision for the
Sydney Opera House transforms the
skyline, conscription for the Vietnam
war adds to the storm of controversy.
Art and life clash in this novel which
brims with ideas and reminds us why
taking a side matters.

A LADDER
TO THE SKY
John Boyne
Paperback
RRP $ 37.00

The dazzling companion
volume to the bestselling
Mythos. Few mere mortals
have ever embarked on
such bold and heartstirring adventures,
overcome myriad monstrous perils, or outwitted
scheming vengeful gods, quite as stylishly and
triumphantly as Greek heroes. Heroes is the
story of what we mortals are truly capable of - at
our worst and our very best.

THE LABYRINTH
OF THE SPIRITS
Carlos Ruiz
Zafon
Paperback
RRP $ 40.00
The final chapter
in the story that
began with The
Shadow of the
Wind brings it to a grand finale. Carlos
Ruiz Zafon's 848-page international
blockbuster is a tribute to the world of
books, the art of storytelling and the
magical link between literature and life.

If you look hard enough,
you can find stories
pretty much anywhere.
Writer Maurice Swift
doesn't care where he
finds them — or to whom
they belong — as long as they help him rise
to the top. A psychological drama of cat and
mouse, A Ladder to the Sky shows how easy
it is to achieve the world if you are prepared to
sacrifice your soul.

THE NEW SHIPS
Kate Duignan
Paperback
RRP $ 30.00
Set in Wellington
after 9/11, and
traversing London,
Europe, the Indian
subcontinent,
The New Ships
is a mesmerising book of blood-ties
that stretch across borders. A novel
of acute moral choices, it is a rich
and compelling meditation on what it
means to act, or to fail to act.

THE SILENCE
OF THE GIRLS
Pat Barker
Paperback
RRP $ 37.00
The great city
of Troy is under
siege as Greek
heroes Achilles
and Agamemnon
wage bloody war over a stolen woman.
In the Greek camp, another woman
is watching and waiting: Briseis.
She was a queen of this land until
Achilles sacked her city and murdered
her husband and sons. Now she is
Achilles' concubine: a prize of battle.

Great Gift Ideas for Christmas
THE NEW ZEALAND HORSE

NEW ZEALAND ART AT TE PAPA

Deborah Coddington & Jane Ussher
Hardback RRP $ 90.00

Edited by Mark Stocker
Hardback RRP $ 75.00

A magnificent tribute to the New Zealand horse,
documenting its pivotal role in the development
of our nation. Deborah Coddington and Jane
Ussher capture the strength and beauty of the
horse across New Zealand, from bareback
riders in the Far North to the Otago high
country, and many, many more.

THE COLOUR
OF TIME

21 LESSONS FOR THE
21ST CENTURY

Dan Jones & Marina
Amaral (illustrator)
Hardback
RRP $ 49.99

Yuval Noah Harari
Paperback
RRP $ 38.00

A brilliant artist,
working with a
bestselling historian,
uses digital techniques
to bring vividly to
life 200 photographs of the defining events and
personalities of the modern world.

Harari encourages us
to focus our minds on
the essential questions
we should be asking
ourselves today.
Employing his trademark
entertaining and lucid style, Harari will examine
some of the world's most urgent issues,
including terrorism, fake news and immigration,
as well as turning to more individual concerns,
from resilience and humility to meditation.

OUR
PICK

In this elegant hardback, Te Papa's curators
and a range of other expert art writers
discuss 268 works from Te Papa's New
Zealand art collection. From early colonial
artworks through to recent acquisitions, their
essays offer insight into the art, the artists
and the context and issues that drove them.

PENGUIN CLASSICS:
IN SEARCH OF THE
BEST BOOKS EVER
WRITTEN
Henry Eliot
Hardback
RRP $ 75.00
Penguin Classics is
the largest and bestknown classics imprint
in the world. From The Epic of Gilgamesh to
the poetry of the First World War, and covering
all the greatest works of fiction, poetry, drama,
history and philosophy in between, this reader's
companion encompasses 500 authors, 1,200
books and 4,000 years of world literature.

THE WRITING LIFE:
TWELVE NEW ZEALAND AUTHORS
Deborah Shepard
Flexibound RRP $ 49.99
Grace, Duder, Marshall, O'Sullivan,
Cowley, Hill, Else, Kidman, Duckworth,
Temple, Wendt and Ihimaera ... Twelve
of Aotearoa's most acclaimed and
admired writers speak candidly about
their lives and work. Perfect for all
lovers of New Zealand literature and all
aspiring writers. Magnificent portraits of
each author complete the package.
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NZ BIOGRAPHY & NON-FICTION
WOMEN NOW:
THE LEGACY OF
FEMALE SUFFRAGE

WILD JOURNEYS
Ansley Bruce
Hardback RRP $ 45.00

OUR
PICK

Diverse and always fascinating, from the mythical
journey to Erewhon, to George Wilder's prison
escape route across the central volcanic plateau,
these are the stories of NZ's famous and infamous,
historical and off-the-beaten-path journeys, tracks
and routes from one of our most original and
humorous non-fiction writers.

WOMEN, EQUALITY,
POWER
Helen Clark
Hardback
RRP $ 45.00
This is a stunning
celebration of an
outstanding leader who
continues to strive and
work for change. Timely
and insightful, it's a vital rallying call for other
women leaders, whether they are in positions of
political, economic or social power.

GUARDIANS OF
AOTEAROA
Johanna Knox
& Jess Charlton
(photography)
Hardback
RRP $ 59.99
Celebrating forty-five
New Zealanders
passionate about what
they hold dear; be it restoring the environment,
preserving skills and knowledge or upholding
values that are part of what it means to call this
place home.

HUDSON AND HALLS:
THE FOOD OF LOVE
Joanne Drayton
Paperback
RRP $ 49.95
Hudson & Halls:
The food of love is
more than just a love
story. It is a tale of two
television chefs who
helped change the attitudes of a nation. In this
riveting, fast-paced and meticulously researched
book, New York Times bestselling author Joanne
Drayton celebrates their legacy.

PACIFIC IN THE WAKE
OF CAPTAIN COOK
Meaghan Wilson
Anastasios
Hardback
RRP $ 45.00
A rich, complex and
engaging account of
Cook's voyages across
the Pacific, from actor and
raconteur Sam Neill, in
which Sam Neill retraces Cook's footsteps, in the
250th anniversary year of Cook's first voyage.
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Edited by Bronwyn
Labrum
Hardback
RRP $ 35.00
This first volume in the
Te Papa ‘Thinking About’
series is published to mark
the 125th anniversary of women's suffrage.
It brings together provocative, insightful and
energetically argued essays by 12 leading New
Zealand writers and thinkers, based around
objects from Te Papa’s collection.

GALLERIES OF
MAORILAND: ARTISTS,
COLLECTORS AND
THE MAORI WORLD,
1880–1910

Dylan van Winkel,
Marleen Baling &
Rod Hitchmough
Paperback
RRP $ 49.99
The definitive photographic
guide to our extraordinary
reptiles and amphibians -- ancient tuatara, geckos
and skinks, critically endangered native frogs and
the remarkable marine turtles and sea snakes.
Featuring more than 400 extraordinary new
photographs, this is the go-to book for anyone
interested in New Zealand's unique wildlife.

LIFE AS A NOVEL:
A BIOGRAPHY OF
MAURICE SHADBOLT,
VOLUME ONE
1932-1973
Philip Temple
Paperback
RRP $ 45.00
The astonishing life of New
Zealand's most well-known
and controversial author. With unique access to
Shadbolt's friends, colleagues and adversaries
Philip Temple also recounts Shadbolt's fraught
personal life where, by the age of 40, he had
been married twice, fathered five children and
been involved in numerous affairs.

BIRDSTORIES:
A HISTORY OF THE
BIRDS OF NEW ZEALAND
Geoff Norman
Hardback
RRP $ 59.99
A fascinating, in-depth
account of New Zealand's
birds, which spans their
discovery, their place in
both Pakeha and Maori worlds, their survival and
conservation, and the illustrations and art they
have inspired. A beautiful, comprehensive book
that will help New Zealanders realise what
a taonga we have in our birds.

FLOURISH
Juliet Nicholas &
Barb Rogers
Paperback
RRP $ 55.00
Flourish celebrates
the endeavours and
achievements of women
gardeners who are responsible for some of the
most-admired gardens within New Zealand.
Often starting as a home-based hobby, fitting
around child care and other domestic tasks, the
gardens developed by the women featured in
this book have evolved into living works of art.

Wendyl Nissen
Paperback
RRP $ 39.99
A practical guide for
sustainable everyday living
packed full of tips from the
original Green Goddess.
Including natural recipes from cleaning your
toilet to making your own bread, and excellent
advice on how to garden, create healthy food,
make natural cleaning and beauty products and
raise your baby chemical-free.

REPTILES AND
AMPHIBIANS OF
NEW ZEALAND:
A FIELD GUIDE

Roger Blackley
Hardback
RRP $ 75.00
In this stunning illustrated
book, Roger Blackley— author of the bestselling
Goldie—takes us inside the Victorian fascination
with Maoridom: the world of Lindauer and Goldie,
British museums exhibiting plundered artefacts
and fantastical depictions of a romanticised Maori
world. Blackley uncovers the semi-mythological
New Zealand they nicknamed Maoriland.

THE NATURAL HOME

BWB TEXTS
SERIES
Various
Paperback
RRP $ 14.99 each
BWB Texts are
short books on
big subjects from
great New Zealand
writers. They span contemporary issues, history,
science and memoir, providing authoritative
introductions to important subjects like antibiotic
resistance, housing and inequality. BWB Texts
are attractively priced and there are now over
fifty titles available in print.

SAM HUNT OFF THE ROAD
Hunt Sam/Hogg Colin
Hardback RRP $ 49.99
An off-the-road biography of New Zealand's bestknown poet. Thirty years after Hogg and Hunt
collaborated on the now-legendary Angel Gear:
Off the Road with Sam Hunt, the pair have decided
to throw caution to the wind and proceed without
doctors' certificates, to create an older, possibly
wiser twin to that earlier book.

OUR
PICK

ECO HOME:
SMART IDEAS FOR
SUSTAINABLE NZ
HOMES
Melinda Williams
Paperback
RRP $ 45.00
Eco Home presents the
modern home by moving
from room to room,
looking at structural materials, furnishings and
general life hacks to improve your personal
green-star rating. Along with the living spaces
(kitchen, bathroom, bedrooms, office, living area,
utility rooms and outdoor areas) it also looks at
the wider issues - why make an eco home at all?

MEMORY PIECES
Maurice Gee
Paperback RRP $ 35.00

NEW ZEALAND'S
GREAT WALKS
Paul & Shelley Hersey
Paperback
RRP $ 45.00
In a country blessed with
hundreds of spectacular
tracks to choose from,
these are considered
the best of the best.
Passing through some of our most breathtaking
landscapes — including golden sand beaches,
ancient rainforests and high mountains. New
Zealand's Great Walks: The Complete Guide is
the only handbook anyone will need to experience
these outdoor adventures.

OUR
PICK

Memory Pieces is an intimate and evocative memoir in three parts:
‘Double Unit’ tells the story of Gee's parents — Lyndahl Chapple Gee,
a talented writer who for reasons that become clear never went on
with a writing career, and Len Gee, a boxer, builder, and man's man.
‘Blind Road’ is Gee's story up to the age of eighteen, when his
apprenticeship as a writer began.
‘Running on the Stairs’ tells the story of Margaretha Garden,
beginning in 1940, the year of her birth, when she travelled with her
mother Greta from Nazi-sympathising Sweden to New Zealand,
through to her meeting Maurice Gee when they were working together
in the Alexander Turnbull Library in 1967.

RRP’s are publishers’ recommended prices only. While stocks last.

WORLD BIO & NON-FICTION
FRIDA KAHLO: MAKING HER SELF UP
Claire Wilcox
Hardback RRP $ 70.00
Based on a V&A exhibition of her personal
belongings, this fresh perspective on the life story
of an extraordinary artist, whose charisma and
powerful sense of style continue to captivate.
A beautiful gift package for Frida fans everywhere.

THE BOOK OF
HUMANS
Adam Rutherford
Paperback
RRP $ 34.99
A thrilling new
examination of
what sets us
apart in the animal
kingdom by the author of A Brief
History of Everyone Who Ever Lived.
In this original and entertaining tour
of life on Earth, Adam Rutherford
explores how many of the things once
considered to be exclusively human
are not.

BOYS WILL
BE BOYS
Clementine Ford
Paperback
RRP $ 36.99
The incendiary
new book about
toxic masculinity
and misogyny
from Clementine
Ford, author of the best-selling
feminist manifesto, Fight Like A Girl.
Powerful reading for parents and
young women alike.

OUR
PICK

JOURNEYS TO
THE OTHER SIDE
OF THE WORLD
David
Attenborough
Paperback
RRP $ 37.99
The further
adventures of a young David
Attenborough - through Madagascar
and New Guinea to the Pacific Islands
and the Northern Territory of Australia.
From the land divers of Pentecost Island
and the sing-sings of New Guinea, to a
Royal Kava ceremony in Tonga and the
ancient art of the Northern Territory, this
is a journey like no other.

EXACTLY
Simon
Winchester
Paperback
RRP $ 39.99
Bestselling
author Simon
Winchester writes
a magnificent
history of the
pioneering engineers who developed
precision machinery to allow us to see
as far as the moon and as close as the
Higgs boson.

KAFKA'S LAST
TRIAL

Michael Lee
Hardback
RRP $ 69.99

Benjamin Balint
Paperback
RRP $ 34.99

GODLEY:
THE MAN BEHIND
THE MYTH
Terry Kinloch
Hardback
RRP $ 59.99
This is the first
full biography
of General Sir
Alexander Godley,
the British commander of the New
Zealand Expeditionary Force (NZEF)
during World War I. A fair and balanced
look at a man generally considered
to have been a poor field commander
and one usually blamed for failures at
Gallipoli and Passchendaele.

Billy Connolly
Paperback RRP $ 38.00

OUR
PICK

Billy Connolly may be a citizen of the world, but in his
heart he's never been far from his homeland. Made In
Scotland is Billy's unique and intimate portrait of his
native Scotland, a love letter to the places and people
that made him. Accompanied by a new BBC series.

NAVIGATORS &
NATURALISTS

The early French
explorers of New
Zealand are
often overlooked.
Drawing on
primary sources and scholarship
from key researchers, Mike Lee
seeks to redress the balance with this
fascinating account of the characters
of this age of French exploration, their
relationships with Maori and their
description of the natural world.

MADE IN SCOTLAND:
MY GRAND ADVENTURES IN A WEE COUNTRY

The gripping story
of Kafka's legacy;
it follows the
betrayal of his last
wish, preservation
of his manuscripts, and canonization
as the most prescient chronicler of the
twentieth century, concluding with a
trial in an Israeli court brimming with
legal, ethical, and political dilemmas,
charged to determine who owned his
literary legacy?

LET HER FLY
Ziauddin
Yousafzai
Paperback
RRP $ 35.00
Let Her Fly
is Ziauddin's
journey from a
stammering boy
growing up in a
tiny village high in the mountains of
Pakistan, through to being an activist
for equality and the father of the
youngest ever recipient of the Nobel
Peace Prize, and now one of the most
influential and inspiring young women
in the world.

WRITTEN IN
HISTORY
Simon Sebag
Montefiore
Hardback
RRP $ 39.99
Acclaimed historian
Simon Sebag
Montefiore selects
over one hundred letters from ancient
times to the twenty-first century:
some are noble and inspiring, some
despicable and unsettling; some are
exquisite works of literature, others
brutal, coarse and frankly outrageous;
many are erotic, others heartbreaking.

MIDDLE-EARTH
TRAVELLER
John Howe
Hardback
RRP $ 49.99
Let acclaimed
Tolkien artist
John Howe take
you on an unforgettable journey
across Middle-earth, from Bag End
to Mordor, in this richly illustrated
sketchbook fully of previously unseen
artwork, anecdotes and meditations
on Middle-earth.

DOMINION:
A HISTORY
OF ENGLAND
VOLUME V
Peter Ackroyd
Paperback
RRP $ 37.99
The penultimate
volume of Peter
Ackroyd's
masterful History of England series.
Dominion traces the nation's century
of immense change - enormous
innovation, technological progress,
industrialisation, scientific advances,
social transformation, and flowering of
great literature - that culminated with
the creation of an Empire and global
domination.

TATAU:
A HISTORY
OF SAMOAN
TATTOOING
Sean Mallon &
Sébastien Galliot
Hardback
RRP $ 75.00
This richly illustrated cultural history
is the first publication to examine
3000 years of Samoan tatau. Through
a chronology rich with people,
encounters and events, it describes
how Samoan tattooing has been
shaped by local and external forces of
change over many centuries.

BRIEF
ANSWERS
TO THE BIG
QUESTIONS
Stephen
Hawking
Hardback
RRP $ 34.99
The final book
from the late
Professor Stephen Hawking, the
bestselling author of A Brief History of
Time and arguably the most famous
scientist of our age, Brief Answers
to the Big Questions is a profound,
accessible and timely reflection on the
biggest questions in science.

BLOWING
THE BLOODY
DOORS OFF
Michael Caine
Paperback
RRP $ 37.99
With over 100
movies to his
credit over
six decades,
Hollywood legend and British national
treasure Michael Caine shares the
wisdom, stories, insight and skills that
life has taught him in his remarkable
career - and now his 85th year.

MAD, BAD,
DANGEROUS
TO KNOW:
THE FATHERS
OF WILDE,
YEATS AND
JOYCE
Colm Tóibín
Hardback
RRP $ 29.99
In Mad, Bad, Dangerous to Know
Colm Tóibín looks at three of Ireland's
greatest writers -Wilde, Yeats and
Joyce - and their earliest influence:
their fathers. He not only explores
the complex relationships between
the writers and their fathers, but also
illustrates the surprising ways they
surface in their work.

PRISONERS OF
GEOGRAPHY
Tim Marshall
Paperback
RRP $ 26.99
All leaders are
constrained by
geography,and
to follow world
events you need
to understand people, ideas and
movements. If you've ever wondered
why Putin is so obsessed with Crimea,
why the USA was destined to become
a global superpower, or why China's
power base continues to expand ever
outwards, the answers are all here.

THE BAREFOOT
INVESTOR FOR
FAMILIES
Pape Scott
Paperback
RRP $ 35.00
The eagerly
anticipated
follow-up to Scott Pape's million copy
best-seller, The Barefoot Investor for
Families sticks to the same script. It's
aimed fairly and squarely at parents,
grandparents, and basically anyone
who read that book and said: 'Why the
hell wasn't I taught this years ago?'

BECOMING
Michelle Obama
Hardback
RRP $ 55.00
An intimate,
powerful, and
inspiring memoir
by the former First
Lady of the United
States. With unerring honesty and
lively wit, she describes her triumphs
and her disappointments, both public
and private, telling her full story as she
has lived it-in her own words and on
her own terms.

EREBUS
Michael Palin
Paperback
RRP $ 40.00
In his major new
work, Michael
Palin — former
Monty Python
stalwart — brings
to life the world and voyages of HMS
Erebus, from its construction in the
naval dockyards of Pembroke, to
the part it played in Ross's Antarctic
expedition of 1839—43, to its
abandonment during Franklin's illfated Arctic expedition, and to its final
rediscovery on the seabed in Queen
Maud Gulf in 2014.

FEAR
Bob Woodward
Hardback
RRP $ 49.99
Renowned journalist
and author Bob
Woodward reveals
in unprecedented
detail the harrowing
life inside President Donald Trump's
White House and precisely how he
makes decisions on major foreign and
domestic policies. The focus is on the
explosive debates and the decisionmaking in the Oval Office, the Situation
Room, Air Force One and the White
House residence. A fascinating intimate
portrait of a sitting president.
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CHILDREN AND
TALES FROM THE
INNER CITY
Shaun Tan
Hardback
RRP $ 39.99

RIVERS
Peter Goes
Hardback RRP $ 39.99

OUR
PICK

Water is the life source of people, animals and
the land itself. In Rivers, author of Timeline Peter
Goes weaves nature, myth, history and popular
culture into a compelling story of the world's
major rivers, seas and oceans—and all those
who inhabit and live alongside them. Includes
New Zealand’s Waikato.

OH BOY!
A STORYBOOK
OF EPIC NZ MEN
Stuart Lipshaw
Hardback
RRP $ 45.00
Oh Boy is the
perfect book to accompany the bestselling Go Girl. Chock-full of stories
about brilliant Kiwi men who followed
their dreams and made the world
a better place, it's an inspiring and
essential storybook for children of all
ages — grown-ups included!

Moya Kirby &
Terri Rose Baynton
(illustrator)
Hardback
RRP $ 27.99
A single tree is left
standing by the sea, on a cliff edge where a
forest once grew. Native birds gather to cheer
her up and make her their Christmas tree! With
clematis blossoms, a spider's silvery threads,
feathers, berries and shells, the tree is glowing.
A beautiful sight on Christmas night.

A KALEIDOSCOPE
OF BUTTERFLIES
Kate Hursthouse
(author & illustrator)
Hardback
RRP $ 30.00
Have you ever seen?
A kaleidoscope of butterflies? A loveliness of
lady bugs? A dazzle of zebras? Follow us on our
adventure as we discover 25 different groups
of colourful animals and their wonderful, wacky
collective nouns.

THE FIRE
STALLION

David Walliams
& Tony Ross
(illustrator)
Paperback
RRP $ 25.00

Stacy Gregg
Hardback
RRP $ 25.00
An enchanting
and empowering
standalone story
set among the myths and magic
of Iceland from the author of The
Princess and the Foal and The Girl
Who Rode the Wind.

True, inspirational
and amazing
tales of boys and girls who stood
up and stood out. Björk, Dr Seuss,
Whoopi Goldberg, Andy Warhol,
Ellen MacArthur and our own Sophie
Pascoe and Sir Peter Jackson ... these
are men and women who all dared to
be different.

Lonely Planet
Hardback
RRP $ 29.99

Lynley Dodd
Hardback
RRP $ 45.00
Furry Tales is a treasury of eight favourite stories
featuring Lynley Dodd's spirited and entirely
adorable cats - Slinky Malinki, Scarface Claw,
Pimpernel Pugh, Butterball Brown and many
more. These marvellous tales will warm the
hearts of Hairy Maclary fans - and cat-lovers the world over. Includes a readalong CD.

TWICE MAGIC
Cressida Cowell
Paperback
RRP $ 24.99
From the
bestselling author
of How to Train
Your Dragon
comes an exciting
high-adventure
series - set in an ancient, magical
time, full of Wizards, Warriors, Giants
and Sprites.

BRUCE FINDS
A HOME
Kathryn Van Beek
(author & illustrator)
Hardback
RRP $ 20.00
Based on the true
story of Bruce the Cat,
who was found on the
streets of Auckland, at just one day old. Bruce was
tiny and had to be bottle-fed around the clock,
now he's big and strong. His story went global and
now he has over 35,000 Facebook friends!

PUFFIN THE ARCHITECT
Kimberly Andrews
Paperback
RRP $ 19.99
Puffin is an architect who
always exceeds her clients'
expectations, that is, until
she takes on the toughest
clients ever — her own
pufflings! Her clients really are a challenge! Will
Puffin come up with a puffling-perfect home
design? A gorgeous story with endearing animal
characters.

A MAP OF DAYS:
THE FOURTH NOVEL OF
MISS PEREGRINE’S

Jessica Townsend
Paperback
RRP $ 19.99

Ransom Riggs
Paperback
RRP $ 26.00
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A dazzling, feminist
reinterpretation of a
classic fairy tale, from the
bestselling author of The
Miniaturist and The Muse,
beautifully illustrated by Angela Barrett. The
Restless Girls is the book that every little girl and
boy needs to read, a story of family, sisterhood,
imagination and bravery.

Ben Brooks
Hardback
RRP $ 39.99

FURRY TALES:
A TREASURY OF
CAT MISCHIEF

This activity book
makes readers the
dinosaur experts
as they open crates, assemble fossils and build
themed exhibits. This is a fun, interactive, pop-up
assembly challenge perfect for those who love
the prehistoric or simply want to get creative.

Jessie Burton
Hardback
RRP $ 29.99

STORIES FOR
KIDS WHO
DARE TO BE
DIFFERENT

BUILD YOUR
OWN DINOSAUR
MUSEUM

WUNDERSMITH:
THE CALLING OF
MORRIGAN CROW

Wunder is gathering in
Nevermoor ...
Morrigan Crow may have
defeated her deadly curse, passed the dangerous
trials and joined the mystical Wundrous Society,
but her journey into Nevermoor and all its secrets
has only just begun. And she is fast learning that
not all magic is used for good.
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ICE
MONSTER

The new hilarious
heartwarming novel from the pen of
David Walliams, NZ's topselling author
of the last two years.

THE LONELY
LITTLE TREE

Renowned artist Shaun
Tan applies his unique
talent to the nature of
humans, animals and our
urban coexistence. This is a dark and surreal
exploration of the perennial love and destruction
we feel and inflict, how animals can save us, and
how our lives are forever entwined, for better or
for worse.

THE RESTLESS GIRLS

The long-awaited new
novel from Ransom
Riggs, set in the world of
Miss Peregrine's Peculiar
Children. Now, the stakes are higher than ever
as Jacob and his friends are thrust into the
untamed landscape of American peculiardom- a
world with few ymbrynes, or rules-that none of
them understand.

HERO OF THE SEA:
SIR PETER BLAKE'S MIGHTY OCEAN QUESTS
David Hill & Phoebe Morris (illustrator)
Hardback RRP $ 25.00
Find out all about the famous New Zealand yachtsman,
Sir Peter Blake - his amazing achievements in yacht
racing and his important work to help save the world's
precious waterways. This illustrated picture book, by
an acclaimed author and illustrator, tells the remarkable
story of a true Kiwi hero. It is the fourth book in the
bestselling series about famous New Zealanders.

OUR
PICK

THE MELTDOWN:
DIARY OF A WIMPY KID

THE 104-STOREY
TREEHOUSE

Jeff Kinney
Paperback
RRP $ 17.99

Andy Griffiths &
Terry Denton (illustrator)
Paperback
RRP $ 17.99

When snow shuts down
Greg Heffley's middle
school, his neighborhood
transforms into a wintry
battlefield. Rival groups
fight over territory, build massive snow forts, and
stage epic snowball fights. And in the crosshairs
are Greg and his trusty best friend, Rowley
Jefferson. Book 13 in best-selling Diary of A
Wimpy Kid series.

Join Andy and Terry in their
stupendous 104-storey
treehouse! New stories
include stupid-hat, refrigerator-throwing, bunfighting, and burp bank levels. Or you can try
the money or honey-making machine, climb the
never-ending staircase, visit the Two-MillionDollar Shop, and help Andy find a cure for his
aching toothache... Well, what are you waiting
for? Come on up!

RRP’s are publishers’ recommended prices only. While stocks last.

YOUNG ADULT
MINI WHINNY #1
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO ME

THE TOP SECRET
UNDERCOVER NOTES OF
BUTTONS MCGINTY #1

Stacy Gregg &
Ruth Paul (illustrator)
Hardback
RRP $ 19.99

Rhys Darby
(author & illustrator)
Paperback
RRP $ 17.99

Meet Mini Whinny,
the littlest horse in
the stable! She's ever so cute ... and ever so
naughty! It's August 1st, the official birthday for
all horses. But Mini Whinny wants a celebration
of her very own. A brand-new picture book
series from internationally bestselling NZ author
Stacy Gregg.

DIG, DUMP, ROLL
Sally Sutton & Brian
Lovelock (illustrator)
Hardback
RRP $ 17.99
Crash-a-rumble,
smash-a-grumble.
What's at work?
Here's a clue: It will
clear the ground for you. Bulldozer! Bulldozer!
Coming through! Guess what kind of truck is at
work in this interactive book by the bestselling
creators of Roadworks. Now in board book!

IN THE DARK SPACES
Cally Black
Paperback
RRP $ 22.99
Cally Black’s electrifying
prize-winning debut
is The Knife of Never
Letting Go meets
Homeland for the next
generation of sci-fi
readers. This groundbreaking drama about a 14-year-old hostage
who's faced with an impossible choice
when she falls for her kidnappers has been
acclaimed for its blindingly original, and deeply
sympathetic voice.

MY POLAR DREAM
Jade Hameister
Paperback
RRP $ 34.99
This is the story of
an adventurer who
set herself incredible
challenges beyond her
years and experience.
At sixteen Jade
Hameister became
the youngest person in history to complete
the Polar Hat Trick, traversing the North
Pole, South Pole, and Greenland ice sheet,
joining an elite group of Arctic and Antarctic
explorers.

HOW MAUI FISHED UP THE
NORTH ISLAND

OUR
PICK

Donovan Bixley (author & illustrator)
Paperback RRP $19.99
Donovan Bixley re-tells the story of
Maui fishing up North Island!
The traditional tale but with Donovan's
unique twist and trademark humour.

Shining star of
ridiculousness personified, comedian Rhys Darby,
presents a hilarious book for kids! Join Buttons
McGinty and his friends as they enter a universe
unlike any you've seen before. A laugh-out-loud
mystery-comedy series that will blow your mind
and bring on an attack of the bellyaching funnies!

WHY IS THAT LAKE
SO BLUE?
Simon Pollard
Paperback
RRP $ 29.99
Why is our place magic?
Why are its islands
shaky? What happens
beneath the waves? Who
used to live here? What happens in the dark?
In this fun-filled, fact-rich book, award-winning
science writer Simon Pollard shares the magic,
secrets, mysteries and marvels of Aotearoa New
Zealand's natural world.

YOUNG QUEEN

DRY

Parris Goebel
Paperback
RRP $ 34.99

Neal Shusterman &
Jarrod Shusterman
Paperback
RRP $ 18.99

In this honest memoir,
Parris Goebel shares the
extraordinary story of how
she went from high-school
dropout to award-winning
dancer, choreographer
and video director. At
19, Parris got her big break choreographing for
Jennifer Lopez. She has since worked with some
of the biggest stars in music, including Janet
Jackson and Justin Bieber.

Don't water the lawn,
don't take long showers,
don't panic... until the taps
run dry. A group of teens
is forced to make life and
death decisions during a
catastrophic drought in this harrowing story of
survival from New York Times bestselling author
Neal Shusterman and Jarrod Shusterman.

TRAVEL & SPORT
LONELY PLANET'S
AMAZING TRAIN
JOURNEYS
Lonely Planet
Hardback
RRP $ 44.99
This beautiful and
informative guide to 60 of
the world's greatest train
journeys includes classic long-distance trips like
Canada's Rocky Mountaineer and Australia's
The Ghan. Containing stunning photography,
practical information and colour route maps
throughout.

WINE TRAILS:
AUSTRALIA AND
NEW ZEALAND
Lonely Planet
Hardback
RRP $ 36.99
40 perfect weekends
in wine country! In this
anticipated follow-up
to Wine Trails Lonely Planet introduces you
to 40 wine regions across New Zealand and
Australia. From sipping Syrah on Waiheke Island
to downing a dry Rosé from Central Otago
winemakers offer personal insights on their
establishments best drops. Featuring detailed
itineraries of where to stay and what to do, Wine
Trails: Australia and New Zealand is a must for
any wine enthusiast.

LET'S GET LOST:
GREAT NZ ROAD TRIPS

HILLARY'S
ANTARCTICA

Nicola McCloy &
Jane King (photography)
Paperback
RRP $ 45.00

Nigel Watson &
Jane Ussher
(photography)
Hardback
RRP $ 49.99

Let's Get Lost will inspire
you to get out there and
encounter the wild and
unknown, and take in some of the best this
fantastic country has to offer. Full of life, locals
and an irresistible sense of fun, Let's Get Lost
showcases the New Zealand you don't yet know.

The exciting story
of Hillary's Antarctic
expedition and the establishment of Scott
Base. Beautifully illustrated with Jane Ussher’s
photographs of the recent hut restoration, this
is a stunning gift package for all enthusiasts of
Hillary or the ice.

THE JERSEY:
THE HIDDEN SECRETS
OF THE ALL BLACKS'
GREATNESS AND
WHAT WE CAN LEARN
FROM THEM
Peter Bills
Hardback
RRP $ 44.99
Granted unprecedented access by the NZRFU
Peter Bills spoke with officials, coaches, players,
and people involved in all elements of rugby right
across New Zealand. The result is The Jersey.
The extraordinary story of how New Zealand not
only achieved but sustained global domination
of rugby.

WELLNESS
ESCAPES
Lonely Planet
Hardback
RRP $ 32.99
From yoga to tai
chi, from meditation
to creative writing
Wellness Escapes
details 200 of our
favourite retreats and
spas from around the world to help replenish
the mind, body and soul.

THE RIFT
Rachael Craw
Paperback
RRP $ 22.99
For generations, the
Rangers of Black
Water Island have
guarded the Old
Herd against horrors
released by the Rift.
After nine years away,
Meg Archer returns to her childhood home.
Can she and Cal West, an apprentice Ranger
with a rare scar and gifts, save the Island
from disaster?

HOW DO YOU LIKE
YOUR BOOK MON EY?

er person,
Whether you're a gift card-lover or a pap
we've got you covered this Christmas.

ww w. bo ok se llers.co.nz l buytoken s
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LIFESTYLE & COOKING
OTTOLENGHI SIMPLE
Yotam Ottolenghi
Hardback RRP $ 60.00

OUR
PICK

Yotam Ottolenghi's award-winning recipes
are always a celebration: an unforgettable
combination of abundance, taste and surprise.
Ottolenghi SIMPLE is no different, with 130
brand-new dishes that contain all the inventive
elements and flavour combinations that
Ottolenghi is loved for, but with minimal hassle
for maximum joy.

WILD DELICIOUS

EAT WELL,
LIVE WELL

Amber Rose
Hardback
RRP $ 55.00

Diabetes NZ
Paperback
RRP $ 34.99

Amber Rose believes a
well nourished life is one
filled with wholesome,
delicious food that is
thoughtfully prepared
and eaten with delight. In Wild Delicious she
returns to her roots, preparing simple, nutritious
recipes with ingredients gathered from the
gardens, orchards, farms and ocean of her
homeland, New Zealand.

Diabetes friendly meals
everyone will love.
Recipe contributions
from kiwi cooks such as
Jax Hamilton, Simon &
Alison Holst, Brett McGregor and many more...
The recipes are tasty, easy, quick and affordable!

MODERN BAKING

THE VILLAGE

Donna Hay
Hardback
RRP $ 59.99

Matt & Lentil Purbrick
Paperback
RRP $ 49.99

Donna Hay, Australia's
bestselling, favourite
and most trusted
cook, brings you one
of her most beautiful
books yet: Modern
Baking, with over 250 mouthwatering recipes for
cakes, biscuits and all kinds of divinely delicious
sweet treats.

The Village focuses
on the life-giving
value of cooking and
eating with family
and friends. Recipes
cover wholesome
staples, pickles, preserves, delicious meals,
and desserts. It also includes practical advice
on setting up a natural garden and getting
the basics right: soil and sun, garden design,
planting guides and natural pest control.

REPURPOSED
Catherine Foster
Paperback RRP $ 50.00
An on-trend home design book, featuring
an inspiring array of homes that have made
good use of recycled and upcycled materials,
structures, spaces and furnishings. From the
author of the bestselling Small House Living.

OUR
PICK

BONO
Helen Brown
Paperback
RRP $ 35.00

RIPE RECIPES - A THIRD HELPING

OUR
PICK

Angela Redfern
Hardback RRP $ 60.00
Back by popular demand, the Ripe Deli team
has put together a third helping of delicious
recipes, following the success of their first 2
cookbooks. From salads and vegan dishes,
to curries and baking, A Third Helping is filled
with 150 recipes to soothe, comfort and feed
the soul.

KIWI BACKYARD

Andy Ellis, ex-All Black,
Cantabrian and part-time
landscape designer,
presents creative
landscape ideas that
you can adapt for your garden. From the innercity sanctuary, the native haven, the Kiwi kid's
playground and the entertainer's utopia, there's
something for everyone within these pages.

In the tradition of Helen
Brown's international
bestseller Cleo and based
on her popular Huffington
Post blog, Bono is a
funny, tender and insightful story about life, love,
wisdom and recovery -- and a rock-star rescue
cat with a big heart.

FRESH START
FEEL GOOD!

Andy Ellis
Paperback
RRP $ 45.00

Nadia Lim & Todd Eyre
(photography)
Paperback
RRP $ 49.99

TOP 50 INDOOR
PLANTS AND HOW
NOT KILL THEM!
Yates
Paperback
RRP $ 39.99
Bring the outdoors in
and give new life to
your home with plants!
House plants are well and truly back on trend they instantly lift an area, make a room feel fresh
and welcoming, and brighten your mood.

LIVING BIG IN A TINY HOUSE

OUR
PICK

Bryce Langston
Hardback RRP $ 49.99
Living Big in a Tiny House provides a fascinating
look into the rapidly growing tiny-house
movement, details the author's own tiny-house
journey and showcases 40 innovative smallspace dwellings from across the US, Canada,
Japan, Australia and New Zealand. A must-have
for anyone interested in living well with less.

Nadia brings us her
trademark simple, healthy
and delicious recipes wrapped up in a beautiful
glossy flexibound format. Proving that healthy
eating can and should be big on flavour and
satisfaction. All recipes are designed to be made
quickly and easily with everyday ingredients.
Fresh Start, Feel Good! will be sure to become the
cookbook for people wanting to reach their weight
goals or simply live a healthy lifestyle.
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